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An Overview of MadCap Flare: Topic-Based Authoring and Single-Source Publishing

Jennifer Morse | Product Evangelist
CORE BENEFITS:

- Content Re-use
- Multi-channel Publishing
- Ease of Use
MULTIPLE SOURCE PUBLISHING LIMITATIONS
MADCAP SOFTWARE CONCEPTS:

TOPIC-BASED AUTHORING
REMEMBER – THINK TOPICS

PROJECT

- Placing Objects
- Relating Objects
- About Objects
- About Reports
- Objects and Inheritance
- Adding Users
- Setting Permissions
- Containing Objects
- Exporting Objects
- Customizing Objects
- Deleting Users
- Saving Reports
- About Schedules
- Using Container Objects
- Editing Reports
- About Programming
- About Users
- Creating Reports
- Printing Reports
- About Containment
- Importing Reports
- Setting Schedules
MADCAP SOFTWARE CONCEPTS:

SINGLE-SOURCE PUBLISHING
SINGLE SOURCING: WORK FLOW

Create Master Source Files (Content) → Add Conditional Tags/Variables (Customize) → Define Publishing Targets (Output) → Generate 3 Different Outputs

**Enterprise Mobile**
- **Include:** Enterprise
- **Exclude:** Standard, Print
- Define other specific attributes

**Standard Web Browser**
- **Include:** Standard
- **Exclude:** Enterprise, Print
- Define other specific attributes

**Training Manual PDF**
- **Include:** Print
- **Exclude:** Enterprise, Standard
- Define other specific attributes
MADCAP FLARE WORKFLOW

**IMPORT**
- Microsoft Word
- Adobe FrameMaker
- Author-IT
- HTML files
- Doc-To-Help Projects
- .CHM files
- DITA
- RoboHelp and other Help Projects

**CREATE/EDIT**

**PUBLISH**
- **Print**
  - PDF // Microsoft Word // Adobe FrameMaker
  - Microsoft XPS // Microsoft DOCX
- **Web Browser**
  - HTML5 // WebHelp
- **Mobile**
  - EPUB
- **Windows Desktop**
  - HTML Help (.CHM)
- **Other**
  - DITA // EclipseHelp // XHTML Book
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF CERTIFIED TRAINING

As a webinar attendee, receive $100 OFF your next advanced training course.

MadCap Flare CSS Training
September 19-20, 2016 (web-based)

MadCap Flare Single Sourcing Training
September 22-23, 2016 (web-based)

For more details, click here or email sales@madcapsoftware.com

Note: Courses subject to change. Availability based on student registration. Certain restrictions apply; cannot be combined with any other offer or promotion. Not valid on courses already purchased.
Thank You!

Jennifer Morse | Product Evangelist
jmorse@madcapsoftware.com